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About Us
The Idea of TOKEN started in Q2 2021 to Implement South Asia’s
Biggest Exchange.
UTC TOKEN is supported with business model where the raised
funds are utilized for opening up for new exchanges, also for crypto
Hedging, Forex Hedging, Forex Arbitrage, Correlation Trading between
crypto & forex.
Our world class experienced team with over 14 years of experience
are working in the same field.

UTC TOKEN
• UTC TOKEN a unique and 1st genesis type of smart
contract based on Binance Smart Chain network.
• The total supply of UTC TOKEN is 41 Million, 80%
being in smart mining contract for 5 years.
• 20% of UTC TOKEN utilized for its exchange listing,
trading and liquidity purpose.
• Once UTC TOKEN deployed and launched it will be
soon listed at many exchanges and also will be seen
on coinmarketcap.
• The price of UTC TOKENS will be appreciated by
trading done over Forex & Crypto platforms using our
own inhouse strategies.

HEDGING

HEDGING
Hedging in finance is a risk management strategy. It deals with reducing the risk of uncertainty related
to the adverse price fluctuations in an asset.
The aim of this strategy is to restrict the losses that may arise due to unknown fluctuations in the
investment prices and to lock the profits therein. It works on the principle of offsetting i.e. taking an opposite
and equal position in two different markets. In simple terms, it is hedging one investment by investing in some
other investment.
Similarly, when you secure your 'A' investment's loss by offsetting it with 'B' investment's profit, it
known as 'Hedging’.
AREAS OF HEDGING
COMMODITIES - Commodities include agricultural products, energy products, metals, etc.
SECURITIES - Securities include investments in shares, equities, indices, etc.
CURRENCIES - Currencies include foreign currencies & crypto currencies.
INTEREST RATES - Interest rates include the lending and borrowing rates.

HEDGING TYPES
Not only for reducing risk, hedging is also useful as a means to earn profits by trading in various commodities, securities or
currencies. Depending on these areas, broadly there are three types of hedging:

➢ FORWARD : Forward (or a Forward Contract) is a non-standardized contract to buy or sell an asset between two independent
parties at an agreed price and a specified date.

➢ FUTURES : Futures (or a Futures Contract) is a standardized contract to buy or sell an asset between two independent parties at
an agreed price standardized quantity, and a specific date.

➢ MONEY MARKETS : It is one of the major components of financial markets today, where short-term leg, borrowing, buying and
selling are done with the maturity of one year or less.

HEDGING STRATEGIES
A hedging strategy generally refers to the risk reduction technique of an investment. To face such situations, a business can
implement few strategies which are as follows:

➢ HEDGING THROUGH ASSET ALLOCATION : You can do this by diversifying your portfolio with more than one type of asset. For e.g.
you can invest 70% in equity and the rest 30% in other more stable assets, to create a balanced portfolio.

➢ HEDGING THROUGH STRUCTURES : You can do this by investing a portion of the portfolio in debt and the other in derivatives.
Where debt portion brings stability to the portfolio, the derivatives help in protecting it from the downside risk.

➢ HEDGING THROUGH OPTIONS : You can do this by buying a call option and selling a put option and vice-versa. This helps directly
in protecting the portfolio, especially the equity portfolio.

ARBITRAGE

Arbitrage
Arbitrage is the process of exploiting differences in the price of an asset by simultaneously buying and selling it. In the process the
arbitrageur pockets a risk-free return. Differences in prices usually occur because of imperfect dissemination of information.
Arbitrage occurs when a security is purchased in one market and simultaneously sold in another market at a higher price, thus

considered to be risk-free profit for the trader.
Arbitrage provides a mechanism to ensure prices do not deviate substantially from fair value for long periods of time. With
advancements in technology, it has become extremely difficult to profit from pricing errors in the market. Many traders have computerized
trading systems set to monitor fluctuations in similar financial instruments. Any inefficient pricing setups are usually acted upon quickly,
and the opportunity is often eliminated in a matter of seconds. Arbitrage is a necessary force in the financial marketplace.
Arbitrage opportunities exist when the prices of similar assets are set at different levels. This opportunity allows an investor to
achieve a profit with zero risk and limited funds by simply selling the asset in the overpriced market and simultaneously buying it in the
cheaper market.
This buying and selling of the asset will push the cheaper asset's price up and the higher asset price down. This process will
continue until the asset price is equal in both markets.

CORRELATION

Correlation
Correlation, in the finance and investment industries, is a statistic that measures the degree to which two securities
move in relation to each other. Correlations are used in advanced portfolio management, computed as the correlation
coefficient, which has a value that must fall between -1 and 1.
A perfect positive correlation means that the correlation coefficient is exactly 1. This implies that as one security
moves, either up or down, the other security moves in lockstep, in the same direction. A perfect negative correlation means
that two assets move in opposite directions, while a zero correlation implies no relationship at all.
For example, large-cap mutual funds generally have a high positive correlation to the Standard and Poor's (S&P) 500
Index - very close to 1. Small-cap stocks have a positive correlation to that same index, but it is not as high – generally around
0.8.
However, put option prices and underlying stock prices tend to have a negative correlation. As the stock price
increases, the put option prices go down. This is a direct and high-magnitude negative correlation.

MARTINGALE

Martingale
What Is the Martingale System?
The Martingale system is a system of investing in which the dollar value of investments continually increases
after losses or the position size increases with the lowering portfolio size. The Martingale system was
introduced by French mathematician Paul Pierre Levy in the 18th century. The strategy is based on the premise
that only one good bet or trad. is needed to turn your fortunes around.
This technique can be contrasted with the anti-martingale system, which involves halving a bet each time there
is a trade loss and doubling it each time there is a gain.
Martingale strategies rely on the theory of mean reversion. Without a plentiful supply of money to obtain
positive result you need to endure missed trades that can bankrupt an entire account. It's also important to
note that the amount risked on the trade is far higher than the potential gain. Despite these drawbacks, there
are ways to improve the martingale strategy that can boost your chances of succeeding

Techical Aspect
❖ Name

: Unitech

❖ Url

: www.utc.money

❖ Short Name

: UTC

❖ Type

: BEP 20 Binance smart chain based token

❖ Contract Add

: 0x52171ffa4ceda60ff9795e1f111adb14c3d7025e

❖ Total Supply

: 41 Million

❖ Initial Block Count

: 8319873

BSC SMART CHAIN NETWORK
• BSC network is a fast & reliable network with a lowe. transaction fees
that reach as low as 1 cent.
• It has high performance with a network capable of producing a block
every 3 seconds.

POWERED BY

BINANCE
SMART CHAIN

Token

Distribution
Founder
10%

Premined for
Exchange
20%

Use in ONGO
10%

Ecosystem
50%
Airdrop
10%

Distribution
Detials
❖ Name: UTC Token

❖ Symbol: UTC
❖ Total Supply: 41 Million
❖ 8.2 Million premined for exchanges & liquidity
❖ 20.5 Million for UTC Eco System
❖ 4.1 Million for use in ONGO system
❖ 4.1 Million for Airdrop
❖ 4.1 Million for Founders

ROADMAP
Collabration of
UTC money with
various brokers &
exchanges

Trading Forex &
strategies & profit
Crypto trading
distributions to its
token holders

Building codes for
Forex & Crypto
trading strategies

Q4 2021

Q2 2021

Q4 2020

Q1 2021
Building Forex &
Crypto trading ecosystem

Q3 2021
Exchange listing &
Liquidity creation

Conclusion
UTC token is backed by team of professional members with over 14

years of experience in Forex & 8 years in Crypto space and has executed
over 90 different projects in Forex & Crypto.
UTC has go huge potential of returns on investments once of exchange
it could easily be 3-5X of its price.
So come join us and get more benefits

THANK YOU

